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DiALTA Color CF1501

DiALTA Di351f

Image Information Products
Sales Breakdown

INFORMATION

Since images can quickly convey enormous amounts of information in a
highly comprehensible manner, the role of visual information in the work-

318.3

Using images to enhance business communications

356.7

(Billions of yen)

367.7

IMAGE

DiALTA Color CF2001

372.9

DiALTA Color CF9001

359.2

FOUR

BUSINESS

DOMAINS

FOUR

place is anticipated to expand greatly in the future. In order to leverage the
full potential of images, Minolta proposes an environment where the
247.1

exchange of visual information is possible and anyone can utilize this information at any time or from any place. To help realize this goal, Minolta offers
a business environment where people can conduct smoother communications through the use of images.

82.5
27.1

Copies
Printers
Other
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ADVANCED

SENSING

Supporting industry productivity by providing advanced
magicolor 2200 GN

sensing technologies

MINOLTA CO., LTD.

www.minolta.com

To maintain and improve the quality of their products, industries demand
highly precise sensing technologies. To meet those demands, Minolta supports industries—including entertainment and medical industries—with our
sensing and image processing technologies for such diverse fields as light,
color, temperature, display, 3D digitizing, and medical support.

magicolor 6100 DeskLaser

Non-Contact 3D Digitizer
VIVID 900

8

Chroma Meter CL-200

FOUR
BUSINESS

DYNAX 7

DOMAINS

RIVA ZOOM 125

Optical Products
Sales Breakdown

VISUAL LIFESTYLE

allowed us to break through the barriers of conventional photography by

95.7

visual information into our daily lives; for instance, digital technology has

104.1

Developments in digital and networking technologies have brought a flood of

120.1

Creating a pleasant and enjoyable life through images

122.3

(Billions of yen)

119.8

DiMAGE 7

enabling us to view pictures at our convenience over a network.
Minolta offers an extensive range of systems and services that are designed
to provide not only the enjoyment of taking pictures but also the pleasure of

76.3

creating and viewing them as well.
9.0
8.6
1.7

Photographic equipment
Radiometric instruments
Optical systems
Other
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OPTO-DEVICES

&

Our value-added optical technologies support advancements in the
MEDIAGLOBE

visual information industry
The technologies which support the visual information industry are constantexpanding in tandem with the progress of our information society.
Minolta, with its advanced optical technologies, contributes greatly to the
progress of this field by creating unique, value-added optical devices and
components and applying them to a wide variety of products.

www.minolta.com

ly being refined. In addition, the application range of optical technologies is

MINOLTA CO., LTD.

Lense for Stepper

Optical Unit for LCD
Projectors
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